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Introduction

This guide is designed to assist primary care users perform population searches
using the Classification of Diabetes (CoD) audit tools.
The audit tools consist of a predefined dataset created for use with MIQUEST
(Morbidity Information Search file and Export Syntax) interpreter using .hql
(Health Search file Language) files to produce reports from individual clinical
systems. The results (reports) of the search can then be sorted using the excelbased spreadsheet utility, affording straightforward identification of miscoded,
misclassified and misdiagnosed patients among the diabetic population.
We advise that all patient information accessed using the classification of
diabetes tools are stored securely and treated with the same importance as any
sensitive and confidential data. In addition, we strongly advise users of this
document to follow each of the steps through to completion.
All materials are available for download on: http://www.clininf.eu/cod and are
designed only for internal use within primary care centres. The contents and
materials on the site are not associated with any clinical software suppliers. They
are only intended to aid the reader in classifying their diabetic population. In the
event of difficulties, readers are reminded not to contact their software supplier
helpline. We recommend you complete our online form specifying the nature of
the issue using the abovementioned link.
When downloading the CoD audit tools, please ensure you select the appropriate
version.  In  this  instance,  the  package  labelled  “CoD_SelfAudit_WEB”.
Unpack  the  compressed  “.zip”  file  to  access  the  Audit  Tool  package.  Most  
computers will do this automatically when you double-click on the saved  “.zip”  file.  
If this does not work, then you can download the necessary software for this
using the following link:
http://www.winzip.com/downwz.htm
If you are reading this guide then it is safe to assume you have successfully
downloaded  it  and  your  system  package  file,  “CoD_SelfAudit_WEB”, which
should contain the following:
(1) Search_Set - containing  eight  files  with  the  extension  „.hql”  
(2) Diabetes_Spreadsheet - containing  „DiabetesAnalysisSpreadsheet.xls”  
(3) Extraction_Guide_WEB_000.pdf
Read on for instructions on how to unpack the zip file if you do not already know.
Additionally, this guide will take you through the steps necessary to import the
search files into MIQUEST and the default directory for doing this.
It  is  suggested  that  you  download  the  „.zip‟ file to your desktop as shown below.
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Then double-click  on  the  „.zip‟ file and your operating system should automatically
detect that the file requires decompression.

Now select  “Extract  All  Files”.
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The  “Extraction  Wizard”  window  will  open;;  continue  by  selecting  “Next”.

From  the  next  window  select  “Browse” and navigate to the shared network folder, which
is  the  default  folder  for  MIQUEST.  From  the  navigator  window  select  “My Network
Places”,  “Entire  Network”,”Microsoft Windows Network” and then the network folder
“EMIS**a” (here  “***” will be the EMIS site code for the practice).
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Now that you have done this you need to open the unpacked folder and it should look
something like this:
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Part 1: The Search Set
Inside  the  folder  „Search_Set‟ there are eight search files with the .HQL file
extension:
1. DBT1SUB.HQL
This search file produces a temporary subset of all patients in the practice who
are coded as having Type 1 diabetes mellitus.
2. DBT2SUB.HQL
This search file produces a temporary subset of all patients in the practice who
are coded as having Type 2 diabetes mellitus.
3. b1DB1IS1.HQL
The output of this search file intends to find those people miscoded as type 1
diabetic. It locates those people not on insulin and people who have not received
an insulin prescription for over 6 months.
Logic: - Everyone with type 1 diabetes should be prescribed insulin. People with
type 1 diabetes require insulin for survival.
4. b1DB1IS2.HQL
The output of this search file also intends to find those people miscoded as type 1
diabetic. It locates those people on insulin and an oral anti-diabetic medicine.
Logic: - People with type 1 diabetes should not be concurrently prescribed oral
anti-diabetic medicine and insulin.
5. b1DB1IS3.HQL
Again the output of this search file intends to find those people miscoded as type
1 diabetic. It locates those people who started oral anti-diabetic medicine before
insulin.
Logic: - People with type 1 diabetes will have started insulin within 6 months of
diagnosis.
6. b1DB1IS4.HQL
The output of this search file intends to find those people miscoded as type 2
diabetic. It locates those people who have required insulin from within 6 months
of diagnosis.
Logic: - People with type 1 diabetes will have continuous therapy with insulin.
7. b1DB1IS5.HQL
The output of this search file also intends to find those people miscoded as type 2
diabetic. It locates those people whose maximum value in the various diabetic
tests fall within the normal range. But they are still coded as type 2 diabetic.
Logic: - People with type 2 diabetes will have been prescribed therapy for
diabetes (we will exclude metformin); or had abnormal tests – plasma glucose
and HbA1c; or be prescribed testing kits for blood or urine.
8. hD12IS6.HQL
The output of this search file intends to find those people miscoded with vague
diabetes codes.
Logic: - Some people with diabetes are miscoded with vague codes which imply
diabetes but do not list the type.
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Part 2: Adjusting the Study Dates

Each of the eight search files contains a define statement which sets the
parameters of the age definition. You need to adjust these dates in each of these.
If you do not make these adjustments, the ages of your patients in the output will
be inaccurate and will not be up-to-date.
Open an individual search file using Notepad (or a similar text editor) and perform
the following steps to modify the study dates. Important: Do not open the search
file files in MS Excel, as this may corrupt the files.
The date that you will need to change is on line 11 within the search files
DBT1SUB.HQL and DBT2SUB.HQL.
It looks like this - DEFINE AGE AS @YEARS("06/01/2011",DATE_OF_BIRTH)
– change the date to the date upon which you conduct the extraction.
The date that you will need to change is on line 12 within the search files
b1DB1IS1.HQL, b1DB1IS2.HQL, b1DB1IS3.HQL, b1DB1IS4.HQL,
b1DB1IS5.HQL and hD12IS6.HQL.
It looks like this - DEFINE AGE AS @YEARS("23/04/2012",DATE_OF_BIRTH) change the date to the date upon which you conduct the extraction.
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Part 3: Adjusting the Practice Codes

Each of the eight search files contains a header statement to identify the practice
by its national organisation code. It is essential that you change these to match
your unique practice code; the security restrictions of your clinical system will
forcefully reject the files if you do not do this.
To do this, open the search files using Notepad (or similar text editor) and replace
the code line 4, which should read: “ENQ_RSPID”. Enter you unique six
character practice code. This should comprise of 5 numeric digits preceded by a
single alpha character, e.g.  “A00000”  
Repeat this process for all eight of the  „.hql‟ search file files.
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Part 4: How to Conduct the Search in EMIS WEB
Begin by logging on to the EMIS WEB Client system with a user account that has
sufficient privileges with which to access the MIQUEST module. Under the EMIS
tag logo, in the upper left hand corner, select MIQUEST from the Reporting drop
down tab.

You should now have a new query screen from wish you can begin adding the
eight HQL searches.
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From the top screen header you will find a tab titled ‘Transfer’.  Selecting  this  will  
produce  a  drop  down  menu  from  where  you  can  select  ‘local  locations  and  Files  
to  import’.

This will allow you to import your saved HQL files from your local driver. In this
example we have named it COD_SelfAudit_HQLs. Open this folder and select
the eight HQL search files  and  press  ‘open’.
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The selected files will now be uploaded into your EMIS search query database.
EMIS will ask you to authorise the import of files, select OK from the pop-up
window. On the right hand side will be a list of the eight HQL files. On the left
hand column you will see that the eight files are currently registering under the
‘Query  unauthorised’  section.
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To authorise the newly imported queries, highlight the first HQL file from the list.
Then select  the  ‘A-Authorise  Set’  from  the  top  header  tab.  

This will now authorise the newly imported queries and the eight files will move
from  the  ‘unauthorised’  Inbox  to  the  ‘waiting  to  run’  Queue  folder  in  the  left  hand  
column.
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To begin the run you will  need  to  select  the  ‘waiting  to  run’  folder  and  once  again  
select the first query. EMIS will then automatically highlight all eight queries.
Once this is done please select the top tab labelled ‘D-add  to  queue’.

You have now begun the running of your eight search queries. Under the
Running folder you will see that all eight searches are in progress. The search
process can take 24 hours to complete.
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After all eight searches have completed running, the Scheduler list will be empty.
The page will now have the results of the eight queries. Their status will be
“Completed: awaiting authorisation”.

Once  again  select  the  first  of  the  search  results  and  then  select  the  ‘A-Authorise
Set’  tab.  This  will  automatically  highlight  the  eight  searches  and  ask  you to
confirm authorisation.
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The eight search queries will now move to the ‘Completed-Authorised’  folder.  
From here you will be able to export them by selecting the files and pressing the
‘E-Export’  tab.  EMIS  will  again  ask  for  confirmation.

You will be prompted with an output path which is already set to the practice
shared local drive. You should aim to save results in an appropriately titled folder
such as Diabetes_Spreadsheet. The response files will be exported directly
inside the folder.
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Part 5: Using the Diabetes Spreadsheet
MIQUEST  (.csv)  response  files  typically  have  an  „unfriendly‟ format from which to
work directly. For this reason, we have developed a utility which produces a more
„user-friendly‟ and  „readable‟ format. It sorts those which require closer scrutiny
from those that do not.
The following six files which you need to sort are b1DB1IS1.CSV,
b1DB1IS2.CSV, b1DB1IS3.CSV, b1DB1IS4.CSV, b1DB1IS5.CSV and
hD12IS6.CSV.
DBT1SUB.CSV and DBT2SUB.CSV are only temporary subset files and
therefore do NOT require sorting.
Preparation of output prior to sorting:
Step 1: Cut  the  folder  called  „Diabetes Spreadsheet‟ on shared drive by rightclicking  on  the  folder  and  from  the  subsequent  menu  and  select  „Cut‟. Then, go
to  „My  Computer‟ and double-click on the C drive and once inside right-click on
any white space (e.g. where there are no files) and from the sub-menu select
„Paste’. The file path of the pasted folder should read:
„C:/Diabetes_Spreadsheet‟.
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Step 2: Now  double  click  on  the  „DiabetesAnalysisSpreadsheet.xls‟ icon.
Step 3: The spreadsheet will open in excel and may prompt you to either enable
or disable  macros.  Please  click  on  the  „enable macros‟ button  or  click  „OK‟.
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Step 4: Make  sure  you  open  the  first  worksheet  „Main Sheet‟.  Click  on  the  „Import and
Process Data‟ button. Excel will now start to import the data, analyse its structure and
then present in an order of relevance. This may take a few moments depending on the
population size.

Step 5: Once finished the data will be displayed in the six worksheets within the Excel
workbook. The following pages will form a usual reference as you work through the excel
workbook.
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Worksheet 1: Miscoding of Type 1
1. The output of this worksheet is intended to find those people which have
been miscoded as type 1 diabetic. It locates those patients not on insulin
as well as those who have not received an insulin prescription for over 6
months (highlighted yellow). Those patients highlighted grey are those
coded type 1 diabetic and have received an insulin prescription within the
last 6 months.
2. Logic: - Everyone with type 1 diabetes should be prescribed insulin.
Patients with type 1 diabetes require insulin for survival.

(In this screenshot example above, you will notice that the names, dates of birth and NHS
numbers of patients have been removed for confidentiality purposes. Your output
however will display all of this information)
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Worksheet 2: Miscoding of Type 1
1. The output of this worksheet is intended to find those patients who have
been miscoded as type 1 diabetic. It locates those patients on insulin and
an oral anti-diabetic medicine (highlighted yellow). Those patients coded
as type 1 diabetic which are not on any oral anti-diabetic medicine are
highlighted  grey.  The  first  column  labelled  „VALUE1‟ (column L) is the
patients‟ latest BMI recording.
2. Logic: - People with type 1 diabetes should not be concurrently prescribed
oral anti-diabetic medicine and insulin.
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Worksheet 3: Miscoding of Type 1
1. The output of this worksheet is intended to find those patients who have
been miscoded as type 1 diabetic. It locates those patients who started
oral anti-diabetic medicine before insulin (highlighted yellow). All other
patients coded as type 1 diabetic will be highlighted grey. The first column
named  „VALUE1‟ (column M) is the patients‟ latest BMI recording.
2. Logic: - Patients with type 1 diabetes will have started insulin within 6
months of diagnosis.
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Worksheet 4: Miscoding of Type 2
1. The output of this worksheet is intended to find those patients who have
been miscoded as type 2 diabetic. It locates those patients who have
required insulin from within 6 months of diagnosis (highlighted yellow). All
other patients coded as type 2 diabetic are highlighted grey. The first
column  named  „VALUE1‟ (column M) is the patients‟ latest BMI recording.
2. Logic: - Patients with type 1 diabetes will have continuous therapy with
insulin.
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Worksheet 5: Miscoding of Type 2
1. The output of this worksheet is intended to find those patients miscoded
as type 2 diabetic. It locates those patients whose maximum value in the
various diabetic tests fall within the normal range, yet they are still coded
as type 2 diabetic. The utility sorts the patients by their latest HbA1c result
(≤6  IFCC  units  are  highlighted  yellow;;  those 6.1 – 6.5 highlighted light
grey; all other values highlighted dark grey).
2. Logic: - Patients with type 2 diabetes will have been prescribed therapy for
diabetes (we will exclude Metformin); or had abnormal tests – plasma
glucose and HbA1c; or be prescribed testing kits for blood or urine.
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Worksheet 6: Miscoding of Diabetes
1. The output of this worksheet is intended to find those patients who have
been miscoded with ambiguous diabetes codes. Any patient coded with
an ambiguous diabetes code or coded as type 1 AND type 2 are
highlighted yellow. All other patients coded as diabetic are highlighted
grey.
2. Logic: - Some patients with diabetes are miscoded with ambiguous codes
which imply diabetes but do not specify the type.
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Removal of data content
Finally,  click  on  the  „Clear  All  Sheets‟ to clear the complete workbook of any
imported and formatted data. This will leave you with a blank template with which
you can perform the same audit process at any time in the future.
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